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Abstract
Background: As phases of COVID-19 vaccination are quickly rolling out, how to evaluate the vaccination
effects and then make safe reopening plans has become a prime concern for local governments and
school o�cials.

Methods: We develop a contact network agent-based model (CN-ABM) to simulate on-campus disease
transmission scenarios at the micro-scale. The CN-ABM establishes a contact network for each agent
based on their daily activity pattern, evaluates the agent's health status change in different activity
environments, and then simulates the epidemic curve on campus. Based on the developed model, we
identify how different community risk levels, teaching modalities, and vaccination rates would shape the
epidemic curve.

Results: The results show that in scenarios where vaccination is not available, restricting on-campus
students to under 50% can largely �atten the epi curve (peak value < 2%); and the best result (peak value <
1%) can be achieved by limiting on-campus students to less than 25%. In scenarios where vaccination is
available, it is suggested to maintain a maximum of 75% on-campus students and a vaccination rate of
at least 45% to suppress the curve (peak value < 2%); and the best result (peak value < 1%) can be
achieved at a vaccination rate of 65%. The study also derives the transmission chain of infectious
agents, which can be used to identify high-risk activity environments.

Conclusions: The developed CN-ABM model can be employed to evaluate the health outcome of COVID-
19 outbreaks on campus based on different disease transmission scenarios. It can assist local
government and school o�cials with developing proactive intervention strategies to safely reopen
schools. 

1. Background
School environments are characterized by frequent social gatherings and extensive interpersonal
interactions, making them ideal breeding grounds for viruses [1, 2]. Due to the highly contagious nature of
the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), school closure and pedagogical transitions were widely
implemented to control the spread of the disease [3]. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated
that about 90 percent of the world’s students, which were more than 1.5 billion children and young adults,
were affected by school closure [4]. The cascading impacts of school closure included reduced work
e�ciency [5], lack of educational resources [6], and mental health issues caused by social isolation [7].
Burdened with these grave concerns and the political pressure to revive the economy, governments of
many countries laid out plans to reopen schools. However, these reopening plans and their
implementation often lacked scienti�c evidence to weigh the potential health consequences. For example,
a national survey of more than 1,500 universities and colleges in the United States revealed over 51,000
COVID-19 cases and 60 deaths as a result of school reopening in early September 2020 [8]. The sobering
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reality signi�es that it is of utmost signi�cance to employ rigorous measures to evaluate the health risk
for school reopening [9].

Existing studies have used process-based dynamic epidemic models, primarily the Susceptible-Exposed-
Infective-Recovered (SEIR) model and its variations, to simulate the potential for COVID-19 outbreaks
[10–13]. Although these models can project the epidemic development under different social distancing
scenarios, they cannot be easily implemented in a school environment without major modi�cation. First,
existing studies are mainly focused on macro-scale assessments with aggregate administrative units
(e.g., counties, census tracts). They are unable to model the intricacy of the disease transmission process
at the individual scale, known as the micro-scale, which plays a vital role in determining the likelihood of
virus spread in a school environment. Second, existing studies mostly employ deterministic models
without considering the stochastic transmission process, such as the infection rates in different activity
environments (e.g., inside buildings, outdoor); and these uncertainties at the micro-scale can dictate the
likelihood of outbreaks when school reopens. To date, existing micro-scale predictive models, especially
those applicable to schools, are considerably lacking.

In this paper, we propose a contact network agent-based model (CN-ABM) to simulate the COVID-19
transmission process in a school environment. In the model, we de�ne on-campus students as agents
and construct a �ne-grained dynamic contact network between agents based on their daily activity
patterns and movement trajectories. Then, we employ the model to simulate on-campus transmission
scenarios under WHO’s guidelines for school reopening [14]. Speci�cally, we evaluate how the epidemic
curve (i.e., epi curve) is shaped by different community risk levels, teaching modalities, and vaccination
rates. It is hoped that the proposed model can help project timelines to safely reopen school amid the
ongoing COVID-19 vaccination practices.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the methods, including the conceptual framework
and the proposed simulation model. Section 3 applies the model to a school environment and derives the
results, including the epi curve and the transmission chain. Section 4 performs the sensitivity analysis of
the model by incorporating the vaccination rate, discusses its public health implications, and also
presents the limitations. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the study with future directions.

2. Methods

2.1 Conceptualizing contact network
The agent-based model (ABM) is a micro-scale model that simulates the synchronous interactions of
agents based on pre-de�ned rules [15]. The ABM has been integrated into network science to enhance our
understanding of human behaviors [16]. In a network-based ABM, each agent can be represented as a
node, which interacts with other agents under prede�ned behavioral assumptions in an abstracted
interaction network [17]. Recently, the network-based ABM has received elevated attention in near real-
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time genome sequencing of the SARS-CoV-2 virus [18]. Its applications to the COVID-19 transmission in
communities (e.g., schools) are relatively lacking.

The transmission process of the SARS-CoV-2 virus can be regarded as the transition of an individual's
health status via interactions with infectious agents [19]. This process can be illustrated by Fig. 1, where
an agent’s health status could change if the agent’s contact network entails an infectious agent.
Additionally, the internal transmission process inside a school can be in�uenced by the community
spread beyond the school environment [20]. We thus incorporate the community risk as an external node
into the contact network, meaning that each agent can become infectious at a given probability even
without contacting other internal agents (Fig. 1).

To construct the contact network, all agents’ daily activity patterns, including their movement trajectories,
locations of stay in an activity environment (e.g., dining hall, residential building), and periods of stay,
must be acquired. Deriving these activity patterns for all agents is a prerequisite for building the contact
network at each time point. This process in our case study is detailed in the Appendix.

2.2 Infection phases
Based on the classical SEIR model, an agent’s health status in an infection cycle can be divided into four
statuses: susceptible (S), exposed (E), infectious (I), and recovered (R). The transition of the health status,
re�ecting the disease progression, is key to simulating the spread of an epidemic. Based on the study of
modeling school reopening [21] and the successive vaccination stage [22], we introduce six heath
statuses to illustrate a complete infection cycle, including susceptible (S), exposed (E), pre-symptomatic
(Ip), infected (I), recovered/removed (R), and vaccinated (V). These six health statuses constitute �ve
infection phases, as shown in Fig. 2.

The transition of an agent’s health status at each infection phase is articulated below.

Phase 1 (S → E): the probability of an agent transitioning from S to E in an activity environment j at time t
is Pt,j. It is dependent on both the internal infection probability Φt,j and the external (community) infection
probability Ψ, as shown in Eq. (1). An agent’s internal infection probability Φt,j in activity environment j at
time t is shown in Eq. (2). An agent’s external infection Ψ is a ratio of the community infection rate pc to
the agent’s health level H, as shown in Eq. (3)

        (1)

        (2)

        (3)

Notation:
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H: agent’s health level;

K: decay coe�cient for the infection rate of an Ip-status agent;

mt: number of Ip-status neighbors in an agent’s contact network at time t;

nt: number of I-status neighbors in an agent’s contact network at time t;

pc: community infection rate;

pj: infection rate in activity environment j;

Pt,j: probability of an agent transitioning from S to E in activity environment j at time t; 

Φt,j: internal infection probability;

Ψ: external infection probability.

Phase 2 (E → Ip): an E-status agent transitions to the Ip-status after a latent period (ε−1). During this

phase (t through t + ε−1), the agent is not infectious.

Phase 3 (Ip → I): an Ip-status agent transitions to the I status after the prodromal period (µp
−1); and the

duration from E to I is the incubation period σ−1. During this phase (t + ε−1 through t + σ−1), an Ip-status
agent infects all S-status neighbors at an infection rate Kpj if they are within the same contact network.

Phase 4 (I → R): an I-status agent transitions to R-status after the infection period (γ−1). During this phase
(t + σ−1 through t + ε−1 + γ−1), the I-status agent infects S-status neighbors in its contact network at the
infection rate pj.

Phase 5 (S → V): an S-status agent transitions to V-status, if it is vaccinated. A V-status agent is not
infectious and cannot be infected. The number of S-status agents is determined by the initial number of
S-status agents S0 and the immunized agents αvS0, where v is the vaccination rate and α is the vaccine
e�cacy [23], as is shown in Eq. (4).

       (4)

The parameters in Fig. 2 and Equations (1) through (4) are derived from existing epidemiological
parameters, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1
Epidemiological parameters used in the simulation model.

Parameter Explanation Value Reference

σ−1 Incubation period σ−1 ~ lognormal (1.6, 0.5)∩σ−1∈[2, 14]
days

[24]

µp
−1 Prodromal period 2 days [25]

ε−1 Latent period σ−1 - µp
−1 -

γ−1 Infection period γ−1 ~ lognormal (2.05, 0.25) [26]

K Decay coe�cient for the
infection rate of an Ip-status
agent

1/3 [27]

pj Internal infection rate in an
activity environment j

Dining hall: 3.03e− 4/min;

residential building: 1.74e− 4/min;
lecture hall (including library): 3.30e− 

5/min

[27]

pc Community infection rate 9.5e− 8/min [20]

H Agent’s health level 1/H ~ normal(1, 0.1) [28]

α Vaccine e�cacy 80% [29]

The work�ow for the ABM simulation is given in Fig. 3. We call this proposed model the contact network
agent-based model (CN-ABM).

3. Results
Following the aforementioned method, we built the proposed CN-ABM model in MATLAB R2019a. The
code of the model can be access in GitHub (https://github.com/xic19022/cnabm). Our computational
environment was as follows: CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2620 (8-core/2.10GHz) and RAM of 64GB. We then
applied the model in a real-world school environment with different environmental settings.

3.1 Model initialization
Our study area was a university campus located in Southern China. We derived the building footprints
and the road networks on campus using the Baidu Map application programming interface (API)
(https://lbsyun.baidu.com/), as shown in Fig. 4. The shortest network distance between every two
buildings was also derived by the API and was converted to walking time (in minutes) based on the
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average human walking speed (i.e., 5 km per hour). To initialize the simulation, we generated 10,000
agents in the starting scenario (t = 0) and introduced 1‰ pre-symptomatic cases among them. We
allocated these agents into the residential buildings proportional to the building capacities. Then, each
agent was assumed to follow a similar activity pattern but select the activity location of the same type
randomly. The details about generating the agents’ activity patterns are given in the Appendix.

In the �rst set of analyses, we consider twelve school reopening scenarios based on different teaching
modalities (i.e., the composition of on-campus and distance-learning students) and community risk levels
(i.e., the community infection rate), as shown in Table 2. We consider that the distance-learning students
were not present on campus and were thus excluded from the simulation. We did not consider the
vaccination phase (i.e., Phase 5 in Fig. 2) in the initial set of analyses, as it is discussed in the follow-up
section. For each scenario, we performed the simulation for twenty-�ve weeks at a one-minute timestamp;
we also repeated each simulation �ve times to account for the stochastic nature of the disease
transmission.

Table 2
Twelve school reopening scenarios based on different community risk levels and teaching modalities.

  Student composition (% of distance-learning)

Community risk level

(community infection
rate)

In-class
(0%)

Mostly in-class
(25%)

Hybrid
(50%)

Mostly online
(75%)

No risk (0) N-S0 N-S25 N-S50 N-S75

Low risk (pc)* L-S0 L-S25 L-S50 L-S75

High risk (5x pc) H-S0 H-S25 H-S50 H-S75

*The community infection rate pc is 9.5e− 8/min [20].

3.2 Simulated epi curves
The simulation results in terms of the epi curves (i.e., the percentage of active infectious agents over
time) under the twelve school reopening scenarios are given in Fig. 5. Figure 5 reveals two important
epidemic patterns. First, the teaching modality largely affects the epi curve. For example, on a low
community risk level when all students are on campus (L-S0), the peak value of the epi curve or the
maximum percentage of infections is 22.38% (the blue curve, Fig. 5b). Then, reducing the on-campus
students by 25% (L-S25), 50% (L-S50), and 75% (L-S75) will considerably �atten the epi curve, where the
peak values are 12.40%, 1.64%, and 0.40%, respectively (Fig. 5b). Second, the in�uence of the community
risk on the transmission is moderate, and a high community risk advances the emergence of the peak
time. For example, under the same modality of “mostly in-class (red curves in Fig. 5)” but different
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community risk levels, the peaks of the epi curves emerge on the 95th day (N-S25, no risk, Fig. 5a), the
83rd day (L-S25, low risk, Fig. 5b), and the 64th day (H-S25, high risk, Fig. 5c), respectively. The statistics
of the epi curves, including the peak height and the peak day, are given in Table 3.

Table 3
Statistics of the simulation results under school reopening scenarios in Table 2.

Scenario Peak height (min, max)* Peak reduction rate** Peak day (min, max)*

N-S0 21.49% (21.30%, 22.02%) - 74.49 (66.54, 74.66)

N-S25 12.03% (11.29%, 12.40%) 44.02% 94.61 (83.81, 96.24)

N-S50 0.14% (0.12%, 0.36%) 99.35% 10.53 (8.07, 159.98)***

N-S75 0.12% (0.12%, 0.16%) 99.44% 6.38 (5.27, 8.35)***

L-S0 22.38% (21.18%, 23.77%) - 64.91 (60.44, 67.21)

L-S25 12.40% (11.60%, 13.23%) 44.59% 82.93 (78.30, 86.56)

L-S50 1.64% (1.56%, 2.02%) 92.67% 124.93 (121.58, 144.74)

L-S75 0.40% (0.32%, 0.48%) 98.21% 146.17 (111.33, 168.63)

H-S0 23.38% (22.66%, 24.46%) - 53.26 (52.40, 55.18)

H-S25 13.52% (13.41%, 14.11%) 42.17% 63.64 (62.96, 69.87)

H-S50 3.64% (3.10%, 4.00%) 84.43% 73.54 (63.37, 90.77)

H-S75 1.12% (0.92%, 1.16%) 95.21% 151.72 (100.54, 165.57)

*The values of the peak height and peak day are derived from the median of the �ve repeated
simulations for each scenario.

**De�ned as the current peak height relative to the peak height in the corresponding baseline scenario
(S0).

***In this scenario, the peak emerges early, as the outbreak is not prominent.

3.3 Transmission chain
The proposed CN-ABM model is capable to project the COVID-19 epi curve for a potential outbreak
scenario. More importantly, it can be used to infer the timeline of the disease progression, such as the
transmission chain. Figure 6 illustrates an example of the inferred transmission chain for an infectious
agent (i.e., the initial case) over the �rst 35 days of the disease progression. Speci�cally, the �gure shows
that under the N-S0 scenario, the initial case can affect 104 other agents in its contact network, while
most of the infections (58.65%) occur in a residential building (i.e., 61 agents in the residential building,
30 agents in the dining hall, 12 agents in the lecture hall, and 1 agent in the library). Constructing this
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transmission chain can help track where and when the transmission takes place and can provide
evidence to formulate proactive intervention strategies in high-risk activity environments [30].

4. Discussion

4.1 How does vaccination shape the epi curve?
While phases of vaccination are rolling out in most world regions, there has been a lack of understanding
about how the vaccination shapes the epi curve at the community scale [23]. In the second set of
analyses, we evaluated the health outcomes under �fteen school reopening scenarios based on
combinations of community risk levels and vaccination rates (Table 4). The vaccination phase (i.e.,
Phase 5 in Fig. 2) presumes that when a portion of S-status agents convert to V-status, they become
immune to the virus and are excluded from the infection cycle. To facilitate the bi-variate analysis, we
assumed all agents were in-class (0% distance-learning) in the model initialization. The simulation results
in terms of the epi curves are given in Fig. 7.

Table 4
Fifteen school reopening scenarios based on different community risk levels

and vaccination rates.
Community risk level

(community infection rate)

Vaccination rate (% of vaccinated agents)

5% 25% 45% 65% 85%

No risk (0) N-V5 N-V25 N-V45 N-V65 N-V85

Low risk (pc)* L-V5 L-V25 L-V45 L-V65 L-V85

High risk (5x pc) H-V5 H-V25 H-V45 H-V65 H-V85

*The community infection rate pc is 9.5e− 8/min [20].

Figure 7 reveals two important epidemic patterns. First, the vaccination rate is the primary parameter
shaping the epi curve. For example, on a low community risk level, high vaccination rates will largely
�atten the curve—the vaccination rates of 5% (L-V5), 25% (L-V25), 45% (L-V45), 65% (L-V65), and 85% (L-
85) yield a peak value of 19.62%, 11.73%, 5.23%, 1.14%, and 0.20%, respectively (Fig. 7b). Second, similar
to the results in Sect. 3.2, the in�uence of the community risk is moderate, and a high community risk
slightly advances the emergence of the peak. For example, at the vaccination rate of 45% (the green
curves in Fig. 7), the peak of the epi curve emerges on the 102nd day (N-V45, no risk, Fig. 7a), the 90th
day (L-V45, low-risk, Fig. 7b), and the 71st day (H-V45, high risk, Fig. 7c), respectively.

Our third set of analyses simulates the health outcome as a result of different teaching modalities and
vaccination rates. Since the distance-learning modality and vaccination are both preventive measures to
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contain the disease transmission, it is expected that combining these two measures will mitigate the
likelihood of outbreaks to the largest extent. Thus, we designed twenty school reopening scenarios by
combining different teaching modalities and vaccination rates (Table 5), whereas all scenarios are
predicated on a low community risk level (pc = 9.5e− 8/min). The simulation results in terms of the epi
curves are given in Fig. 8.

Figure 8 shows that when 50% (Fig. 8c) or 75% (Fig. 8d) of the students are off-campus, the virus spread
will be well controlled. While in reality, it is not likely to maintain a high rate of distancing learning
modality over an elongated period, the result further suggests that a modest vaccination rate will also
help to curb the infection when most students return to campus. Speci�cally, when 75% of the students
are on campus, a vaccination rate of 45% or above can effectively �atten the curve by limiting its peak
value to under 2% (the green curve in Fig. 8b); and the best result (peak value < 1%) can be achieved when
the vaccination rate is above 65% (the purple curve in Fig. 8b). This result indicates that social distancing
interventions, such as hybrid teaching modalities, can be cautiously relieved when a critical threshold of
the vaccination rate is reached.

The statistics of the epi curves in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are given in the Appendix.

Table 5
Twenty school reopening scenarios based on different teaching modalities and vaccination rates.

Student composition (% of distance-
learning)

Vaccination rate

5% 25% 45% 65% 85%

In-class (0%) S0-V5 S0-V25 S0-V45 S0-V65 S0-V85

Mostly in-class (25%) S25-
V5

S25-
V25

S25-
V45

S25-
V65

S25-
V85

Hybrid (50%) S50-
V5

S50-
V25

S50-
V45

S50-
V65

S50-
V85

Mostly online (75%) S75-
V5

S75-
V25

S75-
V45

S75-
V65

S75-
V85

4.2 Public health implications
The proposed CN-ABM model and its application for school reopening scenarios are among the �rst to
model the COVID-19 infection at the micro-scale. By running the model under different community risk
levels, teaching modalities, and vaccination rates, we can glean practical implications for school’s
reopening plans in response to the evolving epidemic situations.

First, micro-scale modeling and simulations are of critical signi�cance for uncovering the pandemic’s
development mechanism and potential health outcomes. Existing COVID-19 modeling work largely
utilizes macro-scale models to simulate variables and trends of disease development, such as daily
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cases of infection (e.g.[10] ). These studies were mostly implemented for a large region (e.g., country,
state) with the smallest analysis unit being an administrative unit (e.g., county, town). Such macro-scale
modeling is not able to account for the uncertainties in the transmission process, such as individual
attributes, activity patterns, activity environments, and interpersonal interactions. The proposed CN-ABM
model, on the contrary, takes a bottom-up approach to construct the transmission mechanism on the
individual level at re�ned spatiotemporal scales. This attempt is necessary as the implementation of
preventive measures, such as social distancing, is mostly oriented towards individuals [31]. In addition,
the CN-ABM model can generate the transmission chain of an infectious agent, which helps to identify
high-risk activity environments for proactive interventions.

Second, as the CN-ABM model is built on three guiding metrics (i.e., community risk level, teaching
modality, and vaccination rate), it can provide quanti�able assessment results to evaluate the
effectiveness and consequences of different school reopening plans. Speci�cally, our three sets of
analyses suggest practical school reopening strategies to minimize potential health adversities in a
general scenario (i.e., low community risk): (1) in scenarios where vaccination is not available, it is
suggested to restrict on-campus students to under 50%, as it can largely �atten the epi curve (peak value 
< 2%, the green curve in Fig. 5b); and the best result (peak value < 1%) can be achieved by limiting on-
campus students to < 25% (the purple curve in Fig. 5b). (2) In scenarios where vaccination is available, it
is suggested to maintain < 75% on-campus students and a vaccination rate of > 45% to suppress the epi
curve (peak value < 2%, the green curve in Fig. 8b); and the best result (peak value < 1%) can be achieved
at a vaccination rate of > 65% (the purple curve in Fig. 8b).

The study is not without limitations. First, some of the epidemiological parameters used in the model,
such as the infection rate and vaccine effectiveness, were solicited from the literature. In reality, tiers of
uncertainties, such as the room capacity and disinfection levels, can dictate the infection rate. Also, in
many countries, such as the United States, the active infection rate is not published due to the
enforcement of health data regulations, such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
[32]. Future research should investigate the variation and temporality of these epidemiological
parameters with clinical evidence in a study area [33]. Second, our model initialization was based on
prede�ned activity patterns by applying a stochastic selection approach. Thus, the simulation results
provide only general criteria for school reopening and may not accommodate the needs of every
educational institution, where the student enrollment, teaching modalities, course schedules, and social
distancing policies vary considerably. Future implementation of the model should incorporate real-world
mobility data (e.g., travel diaries, GPS trajectories) and local social distancing policies to improve the
applicability of the model.

5. Conclusions
While phases of COVID-19 vaccination are rolling out, amid the need to revive the economy, it is essential
to reopen schools safely while minimizing potential health adversities. Although levels of policy guidance
to initiate the school reopening are underway, many of these recommendations lack scenario-based
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evaluations. Under this context, the proposed CN-ABM model can provide scienti�c evidence to
corroborate the preventive measures and public policies for school reopening. The scenario-based
assessments can help government stakeholders and school administrators understand the joint effects
of the community risk level, teaching modality, and vaccination rate on shaping the epi curve. Findings in
this paper can further contribute to strategic decision-making that weighs the timing of school reopening
against the projected health consequences. It also complements the lack of micro-scale study on COVID-
19 and can be extended to other community settings, such as residential neighborhoods, workplaces, and
shopping malls, and can eventually contribute to developing proactive health intervention strategies in
these settings.
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Figure 1

Schematic illustration of the contact network. Red nodes are infectious agents; lines are interactions
between agents via their close contact at a time point. An external node is introduced to represent the
community risk.
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Figure 2

Schematic illustration of an infection cycle with the change of an agent’s health status (E = exposed, Ip =
pre-symptomatic, I = infected, R = recovered, and V = vaccinated).
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Figure 3

Work�ow of the CN-ABM model for simulating COVID-19 transmission in a school environment.

Figure 4

Building footprints of the campus in the study area. *The library is considered a lecture hall in the model
simulation; other buildings (e.g., administrative buildings) are excluded from the simulation.
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Figure 5

Simulation results under different school reopening scenarios at different community risks: (a) no risk, (b)
low risk, and (c) high risk. Curves in different colors represent different teaching modalities; the vertical
axis (Y) is the simulated active infectious cases as a percentage of the total agents (%); the horizontal
axis (X) is the day of simulation.

Figure 6

The transmission chain of an agent in the �rst 35 days of the disease progression under the N-S0
scenario.

Figure 7

Simulation results under different school reopening scenarios at different community risks: (a) no risk, (b)
low risk, and (c) high risk. Curves in different colors represent different vaccination rates; the vertical axis
(Y) is the simulated active infectious cases as a percentage of the total agents (%); the horizontal axis (X)
is the day of simulation.
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Figure 8

Simulation results under different school reopening scenarios with different teaching modalities: (a) in-
class, (b) mostly in-class, (c) hybrid, and (d) mostly online. Curves in different colors represent different
vaccination rates; the vertical axis (Y) is the simulated active infectious cases as a percentage of the total
agents (%); the horizontal axis (X) is the day of simulation.
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